
 

 
 

Instruction Set of 8051 Microcontroller 

DATA TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS 

Instruction 
Name 

RTL representation Explanation Illustration 

MOV A, 
Rn 

A  Rn 
Rn where n = 0 to 7 

Move the 
contents of a 
register of a 

selected 
register bank to 

accumulator 

Let R0 = 30H 
Then MOV A , R0 

A 30H 

MOV A , 
direct 

A[direct] 
Direct – An 8-bit internal RAM location 

varying from 00H to 7FH 

Move the 
contents of a 

specified RAM 
location to 

accumulator 

Let direct = 30H 
[30H] = 60H 
MOV A, 30H 

A60H 

MOV 
direct , 
direct 

[Direct] [direct] 
Direct – An 8-bit internal RAM location 

varying from 00H to 7FH 

Move the 
contents of one 

RAM location 
to another 

RAM location 

Let direct1 = 20H 
[20H] = 35H 

Let direct2 = 30H 
MOV 30H , 20H 

[30H] 35H 

MOV 
DPTR  

,#data (16) 

DPTR  data(16) 
Data(16) can vary from 0000H to FFFFH 

Move the 16-
bit data into 
DPTR(Data 

Pointer) 

Let data(16) = 1234H 
MOV DPTR , #1234H 

DPTR 1234H 
DPH 12H 
DPL 34H 

MOV 
A,#data(8) 

A data (8) 
Data(8) can vary from 00H to FFH 

Move the 8-bit 
data into the 
accumulator 

Let data(8) = 0FFH 
MOV A, #0FFH 

A 0FFH 

MOVX A , 
@Ri 

A [@Ri] 
Where I varies from 0 to 7 

Move the 
contents of 

external RAM 
location 

specified by a 
register to 

accumulator  

Let R0 = 06H 
[06H] = 45H [ 06H is a memory location 

present in external RAM] 

MOVC A , 
@A + PC 

A  [@ A + PC] Move the 
contents of 

external ROM 
location  given 
by the sum of 
accumulator 
and program 
counter into 
accumulator 

Let PC = 1234H 
Let A = 0FH 

Then external ROM location is given by A + PC 
= 1234H + 0FH = 1243H 

Let[1243H] = 98H [say an opcode of an 
instruction] 

Then MOVC A , @A + PC 
A 98H  

DATA EXCHANGE INSTRUCTIONS 



XCH A , Rn A ↔ Rn 
Where n varies from 0 to 7 

Exchange the 
contents of 

accumulator 
and given 
register 

Let A = 60H 
R5 = 2FH 

Then XCH A , R5 
A 2FH 

R5 60H 

XCHD A , 
@Ri 

A ↔ [@Ri] 
Where I varies from 0 to 7 

Exchange the 
lower order 
nibbles of 

accumulator 
and given 

internal RAM 
location 

Let R5 = 30H 
[30H] = 0AFH 
Let A = 76H 

Then XCHD A , @R5 
A 0A6H 

[30H] 7FH 

ARITHMETIC and LOGICAL OPERATIONS (or DATA MANIPULATION OPERATIONS) 

ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS 

ADD A, 
#data 

A A + data(8) Add the 
contents of 

accumulator 
and given 8-bit 
data and store 

the result in the 
accumulator 

Let A = 30H 
Data(8) = 20H 
ADD A ,#20H 

A 30H + 20H = 50H 

ADDC A, 
@Ri 

A A + Cy + @Ri Add the 
contents of 

accumulator , 
carry , internal 
RAM location 
(given by Ri) 

and store the 
result in the 
accumulator 

Let R0 = 0BCH 
[0BCH] = 20H 
Let A = 30H 
Let CY = 0H 

Then ADDC A , @R0 
A A + Cy + @R0 = 30H + 20H + 1H = 51H 

SUBB A , 
direct 

A A – Cy – [direct] 
Direct – An Internal RAM location 

Subtract the 
contents of 

accumulator , 
borrow flag and 

the internal 
RAM location 
and store the 
result in the 
accumulator 

Let direct = 56H 
[56H] = 54H 
Let A = 0C9H 

Cy = 1 
SUBB A , 56H 

A 0C9H – 54H – 1 = 74H 

MUL AB A × B 
Where A and B are two unsigned bytes 

 

Multiply the 
two unsigned 

bytes in 
accumulator 

and B-register 
and store the 
lower order 
byte of the 
product in 

ACCUMULATOR 
and higher 

order byte of 
the product in 

Let A = 50H 
B = 0A0H 

Then MUL AB 
A × B = 50H × 0A0H = 3200H 

A 00H 
B 32H 



B-register  

DIV AB A ÷ B 
Where A and B are two unsigned bytes 

Multiply the 
two unsigned 

bytes in 
accumulator 

and B-register 
and store the 
QUOTIENT in 

ACCUMULATOR 
and 

REMAINDER in 
B-register 

Let A = 0FBH 
B = 12H 

Then DIV AB 
A ÷ B = 0FBH ÷ 12H = 0DH 

A 0DH 
B 16H 

 

DA A A(BCD)  A(Binary) after a addition 
operation. 

Convert the 
contents of an 
accumulator  

obtained after 
an addition 

operation into 
a packed BCD  

Let A = 55H , B = 68H , CY = 1  
Then 

ADDC A , R3 
DA A 

A 55H + 68H+1H = 0BEH 
Both higher order nibble and lower order 

nibble of the result are greater than 9. 
Therefore add 6 to both the nibbles in order 

to get the appropriate result. 
A 0BEH + 66H = 12410 

INC A A A + 1 Increment the 
contents of the 

accumulator 
and store the 
result in the 
accumulator 

Let A = 50H 
Then INC A 

A 50H + 1H = 51H 

INC DPTR DPTR  DPTR + 1 Increment the 
contents of 16-
bit data pointer 

and store the 
result in the 
data pointer 

Let DPH = 12H , DPL = 0FEH 
Then INC DPTR 
DPTR 12FFH 

DPH = 12H 
DPL = 0FFH 

DEC A A A – 1 Decrement the 
contents of 

Accumulator 
and store the 

result back into 
the 

accumulator 

Let A = 7FH 
Then DEC A 

A 7FH – 1H = 7EH 
 

LOGIC OPERATIONS 

ANL A , 
#data 

A A ^ data(8) Logically AND 
the contents of 

accumulator 
and given 8-bit 
data and store 

the result in the 
accumulator 

Let A= 0C3H and data(8) = 55H 
Then ANL A ,#55H 

A0C3H ^ 55H = 41H 
 

ORL A 
,direct  

A A ∨ [direct] 
 

Logically OR the 
contents of 

Let A = 20H , direct = 20H 
[20H] = 32H 



accumulator 
and an internal 
RAM location 
and store the 
result in the 
accumulator 

Then ORL A , 20H 
A 20H ∨ 32H 

A 32H 

XRL A, 
direct 

A A ⊕ [direct] Logically XOR 
the contents of 

accumulator 
and an internal 
RAM location 
and store the 
result in the 
accumulator 

Let A = 30H , direct = 20H 
[20H] = 32H 

Then XRL A , 20H 
A 30H ⊕ 32H  

A02H 
 

CLR A A0 All the bits of 
the 

accumulator 
are made 0 

Let A = 20H 
Then CLR A 

A00H 

SETB C CY 1 Carry Flag bit of 
PSW set to 1 

Let CY = 0 
Then SETB C 

CY1 

CPL bit X.X 𝑌  1’s 
Complement 

the bit of a SFR 

Let ACC.6 = 1 
Then CPL ACC.6 

ACC.6 = 0 

RLC A CY D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 

RLC A 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 CY 
 

Rotate the 
contents of 

accumulator 
left by one 

position. D7 is 
the carry and 
CY is placed in 

D0. 

Let A = 0C5H 
CY = 0 

CY D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 

0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Then RLC A 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 CY 

1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

A 8AH 

RR A D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 

RR A 

D0 D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 
 

Rotate the 
contents of 

accumulator 
right by one 

position.  

Let A = 0C5H 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 

1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Then RR A 

D0 D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 

1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 

A 0E2H 

SWAP A D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 

SWAP A 

D3 D2 D1 D0 D7 D6 D5 D4 
 

Interchange the 
lower order 

nibbles of the 
accumulator 

with its higher 
order nibbles 
and vice-versa 

Let A = 0C5H 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 

1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Then SWAP A 

D3 D2 D1 D0 D7 D6 D5 D4 

0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 

A2EH 

STACK OPERATIONS 

PUSH SFR  Writes the contents of the given 
SFR[mentioned by its address] into the 

location pointed by stack and then increments 
the stack pointer by 1 

[SP] SFR 
SP SP + 1 

Let A= 50H , SP = 08H 
Then PUSH 0E0H 

[08H]50H 
SP09H 



POP SFR Read the contents of location held in SP into 
the SFR [mentioned by its address] and then 

decrement SP by 1 

SFR[SP] 
SP SP – 1 

Let SP = 09H , [09H] = 50H 
Then POP 0F0H 

B 50H 
SP08H 

 

BRANCH OPERATIONS 

AJMP 
addr(11) 

Transfers the program execution to the 
indicated address which is within same 2K 

block of program memory where the 
instruction after AJMP instruction is present 

PCPC + 2 
PC addr(11) 

0345H   AJMP 0123H 
PC 0347H 
PC10-0  0123H 

LJMP 
addr(16) 

Transfers the program execution to the 
indicated address which is within 64K block of 

program memory. 

PC addr(16) 0123H LJMP  1234H 
PC1234H 

JNC rel(8) Checks if the carry flag is 0. If yes, branch to 
the target address given by PC + 2 + rel(8). 

PC PC + 2 
If CY = 0 

PC PC + rel(8) 

Let CY = 0 
0123H JNC 08H 
PC 0125H 
Since CY = 0 
PC 012DH 

JB bit , 
rel(8) 

Check whether a given bit is =1. If yes , branch 
to the target address given by PC + 3 + rel(8) 

PC PC + 3 
If given bit = 1 

PC PC + rel(8) 

Let PSW = 08H 
0123H JB PSW.4 , 08H 
Since PSW.4 = 0 as per the data 08H 
PC 0126H and then instruction after JB 
instruction is executed. 

DJNZ Rn , 
rel(8) 

Checks whether the given register content is 
0. If yes , branch to the target address given 

by PC + 2 + rel(8) 

PC PC + 2 
Rn  Rn - 1 

If (Rn > 0) and 
If(Rn < 0) 

Then 
PC PC + rel(8) 

Let R6 = 01H 
0123H DJNZ R6 , 09H 
PC 0125H 
R6  01-1 = 00H 
Since R6 = 0 
PC 012EH 

CALL and SUBROUTINE INSTRUCTIONS 

ACALL 
addr(11) 

Transfers the program execution to the 
indicated address which is within same 2K 

block of program memory where the 
instruction after AJMP instruction is present 

PC PC + 2 
SP SP + 1 

SP PCL 
SP SP + 1 
SP PCH 

PC10-0 = Page 
address 

Let SP = 07H 
0123H ACALL 0345H 
Then 
PC0125H 
SP08H 
[08H] 25H 
SP09H 
[09H] 01H 
PC 0345H 
 

RET Restores the higher and lower bytes of PC , 
decrements SP by 2 and program execution 
starts from address immediately following 

LCALL or ACALL instruction 

PCH [SP] 
SP SP – 1 
PCL  [SP] 
SP SP – 1 

Let SP = 0BH ; [0AH] = 23H , [0BH] = 01H (0AH 
and 0BH are internal RAM locations. 
Then  RET 
PCH 01 
SP 0AH 
PCL 23H 
SP 09H 

 
Addressing Modes of 8051 Microcontroller 

Addressing Mode – It is the way of specifying data or a memory address in a instruction. 
Different types of addressing modes of 8085 microprocessor are as follows : 



 Immediate addressing mode – 8-bit -bit data directly specified in the instruction 
Eg. MOV A , #52  [ 8-bit data 52H is moved into A-register] 
       

 Register addressing mode – 8-bit data is specified through a register   
Eg. MOV A, R3 [Move the 8-bit data in R3-register to A-register] 
      ADD A, R4  [Add the 8-bits in R3-register and A-register and store the result in A-register] 
 

 Direct addressing mode – 8-bit  internal RAM address is directly specified in the instruction. 
Eg. MOV A , 50H  – Load (Write) the contents of memory location 50H into accumulator. 
      IN 35H – Load (Write) the contents of port location 35H into accumulator 
 

 Register Indirect addressing mode – 8-bit internal RAM address is specified by means of registers R0 or 
R1 of a selected register bank in the instruction. These types of instructions involve “@” symbol.  
Eg.  MOV A,@R0 (Move the 8-bit contents of memory location stored in R0 register  to accumulator) 
 

 Implicit or Implied addressing mode or Register Specific Addressing Mode – Accumulator and/or Carry 
are the only bits specified as part of the instruction. 
Eg. SWAP A – Interchange the lower order and higher order nibbles of the accumulator. 
 

 Index addressing mode – 16-bit ROM address is specified by means of PC or DPTR registers in the 
instruction. 
        Eg. MOVC A, @A + DPTR – Move the contents of ROM location formed by the addition of accumulator 
and DPTR into accumulator. 
 

 Stack addressing mode  - 8-bit STACK RAM address is specified in the instruction. 
       Eg. PUSH 0E0 – Loads the content of accumulator(given by address 0E0H) into the location held by SP. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



KEYBOARD matrix interface with 8051 microcontroller 

 A matrix keyboard consist of ROW by COLUMN arrangement of mechanical switches called KEYS. 

 The columns of the keyboard matrix are connected to PORT 2 (P2.3 to P2.0). These column lines are 
called SCAN lines or Input lines. The column values are 1111 (as they are connected to +VCC). 

 The rows of the keyboard matrix are connected to PORT 1 (P1.3 to P1.0). These row lines are called 
RETURN lines or Output lines. 

 The binary code of a pressed key is found by grouping the ROW value by COLUMN value. 

 
Algorithm for interfacing keyboard matrix to 8051 microcontroller: 

 Ensure any previous pressed key has been released by making all rows at logic 0. Check all the column 
values periodically till they become 1. When all the column values are found to be high , wait for a short 
time and then go to the next stage of WAITING for a key to be pressed. 
Checking whether all keys are released 
          MOV P2 , #0FFH     -  Make P2[P2.0 to P2.7] as an input port. 
K1    MOV P1 , #00H       - Ground P1.0 to P1.7 by providing logic 0s to them. P1.0 to P1.7 are made output 
ports. 

  MOV A , P2             - Read all column values to ensure that no key has been pressed. 
 ANL A , #0FH          -  P2.7 to P2.4 are masked. P2.3 to P2.0 is active. 
  CJNE A , #0FH , K1     -   Keep on checking whether all the keys are released by scanning all the columns. 

 

 To detect which column key is pressed , the column values are SCANNED through an infinite loop till any 
one of them becomes logic 0. The output rows are still at logic 0. Once a key  is pressed , the corresponding 
column value becomes 0. The microcontroller waits for 20 ms for the key to bounce and then scans the 
column again. If after the 20 ms delay the key is still pressed, the microcontroller goes to the next stage of 
determining the row the key press belongs. 
Column Detection : 

K2    ACALL DELAY    -  Take a 20ms time delay. 
        MOV A , P2       -   Read all column values. 
       ANL A , #0FH    - P2.7 to P2.4 are masked. P2.3 to P2.0 is active. 
       CJNE A , #0FH , OVER  - Check for any key press. If key is pressed , wait till it completes its bounce.  



SJMP K2 – If key is not pressed , poll for any keypress after a time delay of 20 ms 

 To detect which row key is pressed, all the rows and columns are made at logic 1. Then each row is 
made to 0 by microcontroller and the column values are read. If the column values  = 1111 , it means the 
pressed key does not belong to that particular row. Now the current row is made 1 and the subsequent row 
is made 0 and the same process is continued till the appropriate row is found. 

Row Detection : 
OVER  ACALL DELAY    - Wait for 20 ms (i.e. time taken for key to complete its bounce. Also called 
DEBOUNCE time. 
            MOV  A , P2     - Read all the column values. 

     ANL A , #0FH  -   P2.7 to P2.4 are masked. P2.3 to P2.0 is active. 
     CJNE A , #0FH , OVER 1 – If key is still pressed , find the row. 
      SJMP  K2  - If key is not pressed , take 20 ms time delay to again poll for key press. 

 

 Once a row is found , the microcontroller sets up a starting address for a look-up table for holding the 
ASCII value of keys in that row and then goes to identify the key. 
      KeyPress Identification : 

 To identify the pressed key , the microcontroller rotates each of the column bits into the CARRY FLAG 
and checks if it is low. If found low , the microcontroller reads the ASCII CODE(also called SCAN CODE) of 
that key from the look-up table. If found high , the microcontroller increments the pointer to subsequent 
location of look-up table. 

FIND           RRC  A – Rotate the accumulator content bit-by-bit into CARRY flag . 
             JNC MATCH – If CARRY flag is ZERO then go to MATCH. If not , increment data pointer. 
             INC DPTR – Increment the value of DATA POINTER. 

 MATCH    CLR  A – Reset the accumulator 
             MOVC A, @A + DPTR – Get ASCII CODE from LOOK-UP TABLE. Location of LOOK-UP TABLE is 
given by A + DPTR. For this purpose , accumulator was cleared. 
            MOV P0 , A – Send the code of the pressed key to PORT 0 from where it is displayed. 
             LJMP K1 – Once a keycode has been detected  , go for ensuring of all keys are released and 
repeat the above same process 

LCD interface with 8051 microcontroller 

 
 



 16 × 2 LCD  is a common LCD module used in 8051 based embedded system projects. The first number 16 
represents the number of characters that will be displayed per line. The second number 2 indicates the 
number of lines. 

 VEE pin is used for adjusting the contrast of LCD display. 

 R/𝑊  is used for selecting READ and WRITE MODES. A logic 1 on this pin indicates READ MODE and logic 0 
on this pin indicates WRITE MODE. 

 RS is used for selecting the type of in-built register. A logic 1 on this pin selects DATA REGISTER and logic 
0 on this pin selects COMMAND register. 

 A negative transition on “E” pin enables the LCD module. 

 The DATA BUS (DB7-DB0)is used for carrying the DATA and COMMAND WORDS. 

 LED + is the BACKLIGHT LED ANODE. LED – is the BACKLIGHT LED CATHODE. 
LCD Initialization Code: 
            MOV P1,A   - Place the command in the accumulator into PORT 1. 
            CLR P3.5 – Select the command register of LCD 
            SETB P3.4 – Select the Read Mode for the LCD 
            SETB P3.3 
            CLR P3.3    -  Perform a HIGH to LOW TRANSITION on “E” pin to turn on LCD. 
             
LCD Display Code:      
          MOV P1 , A – Place the data in the accumulator into PORT 1 
          SETB P3.5  - Select the data register of LCD 
          CLR P3.4 – Select the Write Mode for LCD. 
          SETB P3.3 
          CLR P3.3    -  Perform a HIGH to LOW TRANSITION on “E” pin to turn on LCD  
 

CLOSED LOOP CONTROL of SERVO MOTOR using 8051 microcontroller 
A SERVO MOTOR  is a combination of 4 things namely : (i) DC Motor (ii) Gear Reduction Unit (iii) Position 
Sensing Device (Optical Encoder)(iv) Control Circuit. 
The DC Motor is powered from a battery at a voltage of 4.8 to 6V and runs at high speed and low torque. 
The Gear Reduction Unit reduces the speed but increases the torque of DC Motor. For Standard Servo Motors  
the gears are made up of plastic and for High Power Servo Motors the gears are made up of metal. 
The Position Sensing Device (Optical Encoder)senses the number of rotations and angular position of the shaft 
and feeds these information to the Control Circuit. 
The Control Circuit compares the Position received from optical encoder with the desired position and 
accordingly rotates the SHAFT by delivering PULSES. A pulse of 1ms is equal to angular position of 0° and a pulse 
of 1.5ms is equal to angular position of 90°. A pulse of 2ms is equal to angular position of 180° 
 



 
Working : 
From the position of rotor , a Rotating Magnetic Field is created to efficiently generate torque. The Shaft 
transmits the Motor Output power. The load is driven through transfer mechanism. A rare earth or permanent 
magnet is positioned externally to the shaft. An Optical Encoder senses the number of rotations and angular 
position of the shaft. 
 
 
 
 
Code : 
void servo-delay (int times) 
{ 
int m; 
for (m = 0 ; m < times ; m ++) 
{ 
TH0 = 0xFF; 
TL0 = 0xD2;       Timer 0 generates a time delay of 50μs. 
TR0 = 1; 
while (TF0 ==1) /* while timer 0 overflows */ 
{ 
TF0 = 0; 
TR0 = 0; 
} /* After a overflow has occurred , reset the timer run bit (TR0) and timer flag (TF0)   
 
Advantages of Servo Motor: 

 More current drawn by the motor when load on the motor increases. 

 High speed operation possible. 
Disadvantages of Servo Motor : 

 Not suitable for precision angle of rotation. 

 Higher cost. 

 Inherent vibration present in the motor when stopped. 
Applications: 
Robotics , Radio controlled airplanes , DVD disk players. 
 
 



 
STEPPER MOTOR CONTROL using 8051 microcontroller 

Stepper Motor is a BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR which converts electrical pulses into mechanical rotation. 
A Stepper Motor usually have number of field coils (phases) and toothed rotor. 
The Step Size of the motor shaft is determined by number of stator field coil and number of teeths on the rotor.  
Step size is the angular displacement of the rotor in one step.  

If a motor has 4 stator phases and 50 teeth  , it takes 50 × 4 = 200 steps to make one complete revolution.Step 
angle = 360° / 200 = 1.8°. 

 
Fig. Schematic of a 4 Phase Stepper Motor 

The stepper motor is rotated by switching individual phases ON for a given time one by one. 

 
 
 

 
 P1.0 to P1.3 are used for controlling the four phases A1-A4 of the stepper motor through ULN 2003. 

 ULN2003 is a Darlington Transistor Array used for driving High Current Loads such as Relay , Motors. 



 ULN2003 has 8 individual channels each with 1 A capacity. Each channel is activated by giving LOGIC 
LOW(0) at the corresponding input. For example if we make P1.0 to be LOGIC low , the phase A1 gets 
activated. This is called Current Sinking Mode. 

 Each of the phases are activated for 65 ms. 
 

Code for rotating the stepper motor in clockwise direction: 
MOV R6 , #1DH 
BACK :   MOV TH0 , #00H 
               MOV TL0 , #00H 
               SETB TR0 
HERE:    JNB TF0 , HERE /* As long as overflow does’nt occur , keep on looping in this location “HERE” 
               CLR TR0 
               CLR TF0 
               DJNZ R6 , BACK 
               RET     

WASHING MACHINE CONTROL using 8051 microcontroller 
A Washing Machine is an electronic device that is designed to wash laundry like clothes , sheets , towels etc. 
A washing machine is built with two steel tubs : Inner Tub and Outer Tub. The purpose of outer tub is to prevent 
water from inner tub from spilling to other parts of the machine. 
There are four knobs in washing machine namely : (i) Load select (ii) Water inlet selection (iii) Mode selection (iv) 
Program Selection. 
The Load Selection Knob is used for selecting the number of clothes to be put into the machine. 
The Water Inlet Selection Knob is used to select the type of water to be filled inside the machine. 
The Mode Selection Knob  is used to select the type of operating mode. 
The Program Selection Knob  is used to select the type of washing based upon the type of cloth loaded and 
amount of dirt in the cloth. 
 
 
 
Operations : 
Fill : Water is filled by the pump as per load selection knob. 
Agitate : The wash basket will rotate for 10 times in clockwise direction and 10 times in anti-clockwise direction 
with a time delay of 2 seconds between the rotations. The process will be continued for a specific time period. 
Drain : After agitation , water and detergent are drained out. 
Spin : During spin , agitator will be static and the wash basket will rotate at high speed. By this process , the 
moisture of the clothes are removed through the holes in the wash basket. 
 
Indicator : An LED is provided to indicate the machine is ON. 
Buzzer : A amplifier is provided to indicate the completion of washing machine cycle. 



 
 
Code : 
SETB P2.0   - LED ON to indicate machine is ON 
LCALL FILL_1 -  Fill the water into the machine 
                   JNB P1.0 , LOOP_1  - If P1.0 is 0 , then check for status of P1.1. 
                   SJMP HEAVY - If P1.0 is 1 , then go for HEAVY. 
 
LOOP1       JNB P1.1 , LOOP_2 – If P1.1. is 0 , then check for status of P1.2.  
                   SJMP NORMAL – If P1.1 is 1 , then go for NORMAL 
 
LOOP 2   JNB P1.2 , LOOP_3 – If P1.2. is 0 , then check for status of P1.3.  
                SJMP NORMAL – If P1.2 is 1 , then go for LIGHT. 
 
LOOP 3  JNB P1.3 , LOOP_4 – If P1.3. is 0 , then check for status of P1.3.  
               SJMP NORMAL – If P1.3 is 1 , then go for DELICATE. 
 
SETB P2.7  - Activate the buzzer to indicate the completion of washing cycle. 
LOOP  4    NOP 
                  LJMP 0000H 

 


